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Introduction
The physics of Internal Transport Barriers (ITBs) is an active area of research [1], with ITBs
utilised in advanced tokamak scenarios, both to optimise confinement and the bootstrap
contribution to the non-inductive current drive. ITBs are formed when anomalous transport
is suppressed to about the ion neo-classical level through decorrelation of micro-turbulence
by strong E×B flow shear [2] in the presence of weak magnetic shear, s, which reduces
instability growth rates [3]. The spherical tokamak (ST) provides a unique environment for
studies of ITB formation in high-β, low aspect ratio plasmas, where it is predicted that ITG
turbulence may be suppressed by the intrinsic pressure driven flow shear alone, with the
ratio of the E×B shearing rate, ωSE, to the instability growth rate, γm, predicted to scale as
ω SE γ m ~ ρ i * [4].
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In MAST, ITBs have been produced by NBI heating (~ 2 MW) of low-density discharges
during a current ramp to produce weak/reversed magnetic shear and high toroidal rotation
(~ 250 km/s) [5]. Marked differences in the ITB character between similar discharges with
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Fig. 1 (a) Profiles of Te, Ti and ne vs normalised radius ρ
during ITB discharges with co- (#8575) and counter- (#8302)
NBI heating at 0.2 s and (b) the corresponding thermal, χi, χe,
and momentum, χφ, diffusivities from TRANSP analysis. The
neo-classical ion χiNC (Z-corrected Chang-Hinton) is shown
for comparison.

Transport Analysis
Transport
analysis
of
ITB
discharges using TRANSP is
based
upon
high-quality
measurements of kinetic profiles
from TS (Te, ne) and CXRS (Ti,
Viφ) and Zeff and neutral sources
from imaging profile diagnostics
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Fig. 2 Profiles of total current density, jtot, and magnetic
With co-NBI an ion ITB is
shear, s, from TRANSP analysis of discharges in Fig. 1.
produced with χi ~ χiNC at ρ = r/a
Bootstrap, jBS , Ohmic, jOH , pressure, jGP , and NBI driven, jB,
~ 0.5, which corresponds to the
contributions are shown.
location where s = (r q ) dq / dr ~ 0
as shown in Fig. 2. There is a weaker suppression of the electron transport with χe ~ 2−3 χi.
The hollow current density profile results primarily from an off-axis peaking of the Ohmic
current density. There is significant on axis NBCD and bootstrap contribution to the total
current density. As shown in Fig. 3, the radial E-field, E r = ∇pi eZ i ni + Viφ Bθ − Viθ Bφ , is
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predominantly due to the driven toroidal flow, Viφ, with the pressure gradient contribution
reducing the net positive plasma potential. In Fig. 4 the corresponding ExB flow shear,
ω SE ≅ RBθ Bφ ∂ (E r RBθ ) ∂r is shown [11] which exhibits a maximum ωSE ~ 6×105 s-1 at
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the ITB foot. This is compared with a prediction for the ITG growth rate, γm, as discussed
further below.
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counter-NBCD also helps broaden Fig. 3 Profiles of radial E-field, E , from TRANSP analysis
r
the low-s region compared to the of the discharges of Fig. 1 with contributions from the ExB
co-NBI case. Remarkably, at the flow,ErV×B , and pressure gradient, ErPr, also shown.
location of the eITB the ion thermal
transport is high with χi ~ 10 χiNC.
Shear-flow stabilisation
Suppression of the anomalous transport should occur when the decorrelation due to the E×B
shear exceeds the growth rate of the most unstable mode, ω SE > γ m . An appropriate
estimate of the ITG mode growth rate for conditions with low magnetic shear, Ln / Ls >> 1 ,
where there is negligible overlap between modes on neighbouring resonant surfaces (where
m – nq = 0) is γ mITG = (η i − 2 / 3)3 / 4 | s |1 / 2 ci / | Ls | where η i = Ln / LT , ci = (Ti / mi )1 / 2
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the E×B shearing rate, ωSE, with
in Fig. 4, ω SE > γ mITG in the vicinity
the maximum predicted ITG growth rate, γm, for the
of the ion ITB, consistent with the
discharges shown in Fig. 1.
suppression of transport due to ITG
turbulence in this region, where the criterion Ln / Ls >> 1 is also satisfied.
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Although the E×B shearing rate is higher in the counter-NBI discharge, with ω SE >> γ mITG
in the vicinity of the eITB, the ion transport in this region is high, while the electron
transport is strongly reduced instead.
Existence criteria
MAST data have contributed to a multi-machine analysis of ITB existence criteria [9],
where it was found that critera such as those on R/LT or ρT*, where ρ T * = ρ s / LT and ρs is
the ion Larmor radius at the sound speed, are not generally applicable. The criterion
ρT * > ρ ITB * ~ 0.014 , was found to be a reliable indication of ITB existence over a wide
variety of JET discharges [14]. It is justified from scaling arguments using a generic form
for the growth rate of drift instabilities, γ m = (c s LT ) G1 (s, β , LT , τ e , ν *, 4) where G1 is a
function of order unity [15], and by assuming that the temperature gradient provides the
dominant contribution to the ExB flow shear, resulting in the scaling ω SE ~ (c s LT ) ρ T * .
Under conditions prevailing on MAST with strong unbalanced tangential NBI heating,
where the toroidal deuteron Mach number Mφ ~ 0.8, the driven toroidal flow dominates the
ExB flow shear and this criterion is not appropriate. Indeed, it is found that
ρT * / ρ ITB * ~ 10 even in non-ITB, MAST L-mode discharges. An alternative criterion can
be similarly derived under the assumption that the torioidal flow dominates the ExB flow
shear. This results in the scaling ω SE ~ c s LT suggesting that a critical toroidal Mach
number

M φ > M φITB (s, β , LT , τ e , ν *, 4)

is required for ITB formation. Further

experiments on MAST with improved CXRS mesurements of Ti and Viφ are planned to
study ITB onset conditions.

Discussion
Growth rates of micro-instabilities thought to cause anomalous transport are predicted to be
lower in the presence of weak magnetic shear, |s| ~ 0, and a steep pressure gradient, β′, both
reducing the drive due to curvature and ∇B-drifts, respectively [16]. Micro-stability
calculations for NSTX-like ST equilibria made using the GS2 code [17] show that growth
rates for ITG (k⊥ρi ~ 0.4) and ETG (k⊥ρe ~ 0.3) modes, although initially increasing with β′,
are reduced when β ′ = dβ ′ dρ > 2 . Growth rates are also reduced by low magnetic shear,
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with γm reduced by a factor ~ 2 when s is decreased from 1.3 to 0.3. In the MAST
discharges discussed here, the prevailing values of β′ ~ 0.3−0.5 are, however, well below
the threshold predicted for the onset of β′ stabilisation. It should be noted that flux-tube
codes such as GS2 are unsuited to simulation of conditions where |s| ~ 0, where the radial
separation of mode rational surfaces, ∆ mrs = 1 / nq ′ , can exceed the gradient scale lengths.
Recent analytic studies of micro-stability in the presence of a minimum in q shows that low
magnetic shear can have a profound effect on the mode structure of trapped electron (TEM)
and ITG modes [18], where radially extended modes are replaced by narrow modes at the
resonant surfaces which would be less effective in generating transport. Critical values for
the magnetic shear, scrit, for the stabilisation of long wavelength drift modes ((nqρs/r )2 < 1)
are given as scrit < εn (= Ln/R) for TEM modes and scrit < εT1/3 for ITG modes. A further
prediction is that collisions may fully stabilise TEM modes in the presence of a steep
density barrier where εn << 1. In both discharges in Fig. 1, the high-resolution TS
measurements exhibit a local steepening of the density profile in the vicinity of the ITB at
the LFS, which would favour TEM stability.
A clue to the origin of the electron ITB in the
#8302, 38 GHz
0.5
counter-NBI discharge (#8302) is the
observation of reduced density turbulence in
0.4
the vicinity of the ITB observed by means of
0.3
microwave reflectometry. The reflectometer
signal, produced by velocity fluctuations at
0.2
the cut-off layer (ne ~ 1.8×1019 m-3), exhibits
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periods during which the level of high
frequency (0.2−0.5 MHz) turbulence is
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the co-NBI discharge (#8575), interupted by
Fig. 5 Spectrogram of 38 GHz reflectometer
bursts of turbulence and MHD activity.
signal from counter-NBI ITB discharge #8302.
ITBs can be produced in MAST under
conditions of high ExB flow shear and low magnetic shear where anomalous thermal
transport is reduced to the ion neo-classical level. Formation of an electron ITB with
counter-NBI may be due to the enhanced ExB shear and improved micro-stability at low
magnetic shear, particularly in the presence of a steep density gradient.
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